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ARSTRACT

The problem is studied of testing for stability a class of real polynomials in which the
coefficients depend on a number of variable parameters in a multilinear way. We show that
the testing for real unstable roo& can be achieved by examining the stability of a finite
number of comer polynomials (obtained by setting parameters at their extreme values), while
checking for unstable complex'rwts noGally in;dves examining the real solutions of up to
m+l simultaneous polynomial equations, where m is the number of parameters. When m=2,
this is an especially simple task.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with a robust stability problem. More specifically, we con, ) with real coefficients which depend in a
sider monie 11-th dcgrce polynomials f(s; y ~....ym
multilinear fashion on the quantities yi. The parameters yi are contained in intefvals
[r,,yil, and we seek a test for the stability of all f(s), where by the term stability, we mean
that f(s) has all its roots in a prescribed region, e.g. Re[s] c 0,Is1 < 1, etc. For the most part
in this paper, we focus on the case Re[sl < 0; the ideas however with little variation will
carry over to most other regions of interest. Stability inside the unit circle is easily covered
for example by bilinear transformation.
To illustrate the occurrence of such problems we note that many physical systems desc~ibedby linear differential equations in which parameters such as friction constants, mass,
capacitance, etc. vary have associated transfer functions in which these variable parameters
appear rnultilinearly in both numerator and denominator. Also, when a controller defined by
a rational transfer function is connected, the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop
system is (apnn from limited exceptions) necessarily multilinw in the parameters of the plant
and controller transfer functions, see e.g. Section 9.17 of Zadeh and Desoer (19631, and
Dasgupta and Anderson (1987).

In the following, two examples are given:
Example 1:
Let us consider the electrical circuit depicted in Figure 1:

A

0

0

Fig. 1. Electrical circuit
The transfer function fmm ug to u, is given by

The parmeters of the characteristicpolynomial depend biiearly on the physical parameters
R,L, C which can vary slowly, for example because of temperature variations or ageing.
Example 2:

Assume that
= B~(s)/Al(s)and G2(s) = Bz(s)/A.~(s)in the SISO control system of
Figure 2, and that certain coefficients of Ai, Bi, i = 1.2, depend linearly on some parameters,
different for each of the f o ~ r p o l y n o ~ a l s .

,
Fig. 2. SISO control system

Then the characteristicpolynomial

depends biiearly on the coefficients of A1 and A2, and B1 and Bz, respectively, and in turn
bilinearly on the underlying parameten. This situation is significant in practical applications,
because we often need to build contml systems from different parts. The parameters of the
parts can differ from the nominal values: But the stability of the closed loop should be
preserved for all such parts.
Before proceeding funher, we must define some terms. We work in three different
spaces, which are parameter space, coefficient space and mot space. The parameters yi are
contained in closed intervals [yi, Ti]. The endpoints of such intervals are denoted by
(yi. Ti). Open parameter intervals are given by &.Ti). Comer points and comer polyncr

mials in parameter and coefficient space are defined by taking y, G (yj,Ti). Edges in parameter and coefficient space and edge polynomials are defined by raking y, E (yj, Ti] for all
but one value of i, say il, and yil E [%I. Till. Notice that edges in both parameter and
coefficient space are straight lines. Faces in parameter and coefficient space and face polynomials are defined by taking y, E (3,yi) for all but two values of i, say il and i2, and
E kil. 7i1I and xz e LYi2.7i21.

nl

In parameter space, faces are Flat whiie in coefficient space, faces aretwo-dimensional
curved surfaces, but in general not planar. Coefficient space faces are however ruled surfaces, i.e. through every point on the face there passes in general two suaight lines of the
surface defined by
=constant and
= constant
In a search for necessary and sufficient conditions for stability, the general aim is
naturally to avoid testing at all possible values of the parameters, i.e. one wants theorems
which establish stability for all values given that stability holds for some restricted set of
values. A Kharitonov-like theorem (Kharitonov (1979)) would be one which requires testing at just corner points, i.e. % E ('&ji]. However, it is quickly seen that such a result is
exuemely unlikely; Kharitonov's theorem is valid for a region in coefficient space bounded
by hyperplanes parallel to the coordinate axes. and only then for stability in the region Re(s)
< 0 (countercxomples exist for the region Is1 < 1, see Hollot and Banlett (1986) ).
The next possibility is to examine s~abilityat the corners and along the edges. Such an
idea is suggested by the work of Banlett, Hollot and Lin (1988); these authors show that if
the coefficients of a polynomials depend in an affine way on a collection of parameters,
each of which lies in an interval, so that in coefficient space the collection of polynomials
under test is a polytope, then it suffices to check the edges for stability. More precisely, the
authors prove the following:
(a)
(b)
(C)
(d)

if so is a real root of any polynomial in the set under test, it is a root of at least one
edge polynomial;
if so is a complex root of any polynomial in the set under test, it is a root of at least
one face polynomial;
if SO is at the boundary of the set of roots of all face polynomials, then it is also a root
of at least oneedge polynomial;
if D is a simply connected domain, then the roots of all polynomials lie in D if and
only if the roots of all polynomials defined by all edges lie in D. This is a consequence of (a), (b) and (c).

When we seek to carry over these ideas to our problem, where the coefficients depend
multilinearly on the parameters, it turns out that only (a) remains valid. The following countereximple to (b) was supplied to us by C.V. Hollot. The polynomial

with lyil 2 1 has the property that 5j is a root when yl = y2 =
root of any face polynomial.

= 0.It is not, however, a

What other approaches exist? In de Caston and Safonov (1988), appeal is made to the
fact that the set of ail Nyquist diagrams of all polynomials in the set has a key property. For
each a , f(jw;yl
. .. y,
.)..~.lies in the convex hull of the 2m com~lexmints obtained bv settinr!the
to the.ir extreme value, a property pointed out in ~ a d e h a n d~ e s o e(1963)
r
wiih the &me
Mapping Theorem. This idea is exploited to tackle the robust stabiiry
problem
with a type of
. .
extension of Nyquist's theorem.

n

...

These ideas have something in common with those of Saeki (1986), which consider a
roughly equivalent problem, but one in which they,, in effect, are allowed to becomplex. It
turns out that in many ways, this simplifies the problem. Yet another possibility is to'make

special assumptions on the polynomials f(s), which have the aim of making the problem
equivalent to, or very like, the problem considered in Banlett, Hollot and Lin (1988). For
example, Panier, Fan and T i s (1987) postulate uncoupled perturbations in the coefficients of
even and odd powers of f(s), while Djaferis and Hollot (1988) and Djaferis (1988) inlpose
restrictions which ensure that the image for f(ju;yl,n...ym ) for each u, and variable r, isa
polytopic set. This allows again an extension of Nyquist's theorem to be applied. The
difficulty with this type of result is that it is highly non-generic.
Rather than working up from results such as Kharitonov's theorem and the edge
theorem, another approach is to work down from the very general Tarski-Seidenberg
decision algebra theorem described in textbooks such as Bose (1982) and Jacobson (1964).
This theorem implies that the robust stability problem we have posed can always be solved
using a finite number of rational calculations (in the sense that for a given polynomial
dependent on yl.72 ...ym a yeslno answer to the robust stability question can be obtained).
The number of calculatians may be prohibitive. and the real interest then lies in finding
shoncuts so that the number of calculations becomes acceptable.

A variant on the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem was suggested in Anderson and Scott
(1977). who showed that an alternative approach for any decision algebfa problem could be
found which involved the construction and solutions of q poIyno~iii;~ls
equ:jtions ill q unknowns, q being an integer determined by the problem statement. When this procedureis
followed, much of the interest lies in ensuring that q is as small as possible. This actually
will be the approach followed in two later sections of the paper, where we shall have
q = m+l. Note that there exist systematic methods for solving such equations based on
resultants, see Bose (1982). A!so, software is increasingly becoming available, see (Watson
et al., 1987).
When they, correspond to physical parameters, in many cases the value of m will be
quite small, say 2, 3 or 4. Under these circumstances, there is a good possibility that the
computational burdens will not prove excessive.
The layout of the paper is as follows: In the next section, we show that the set of real
roots of all polynomials is identical with the set of real roots of the edge polynomials. In
section 3, we study faces, and explain a procedure whereby the faces may be checked for
stability. In section 4, this is generalized to explain how stability inside the entire prescribed
region of parameter space may be examined. (Several special cases yielding considerable
simplifications are also covcred in these sections.) In section 5, we show how differing
necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stability can be derived, and we discuss how
such conditions can be sharpened. Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

2. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE

EDGES FOR REAL ROOTS

As mentioned before, we shall f i t establish the following result:
Theorem 2.1: Let f(s; yl, ...,ym) be an n-th degree monic polynomial, with real
coefficient dependent multilinearly on the r, where is contained in an interval E h,Ti],
i = I...m. Let so be a real root of some such polynomial. Then so is also a real root oi an
edge polynomial.

-

Proof: The proof of this result is by induction. Let y, be a real root of the polynomial
f for some given y'i E b.Yi],i = l.,.m. Suppose that for so, f(so; ?l,-..,yr,yr+l,...,y"rn_)
for ?I E ( ~ 1 . 7 l,...,Yr
)
8 (yI,yr) and to avoid nivial cases y",+l E (yr+l r+l)...,.~mE
(&I,%), for some r < m-I.

,Y

We shall show that we can adjust either
to
E { ~ r + ~ , ~with
~ + f(s%
l ) ?I ...?r,
$+l.Y"r+2....7m) = 0,or%+ztoji+2 E (%+2jr+2) with f(sg, ?I...%. ?r+l. l/r+2. ~ r + 3 ....
.
Ym) = 0.

-

To verify this claim, set 6-1 = yr+l Tc+1, &+2 5 yr+2- yr+2; then we may write

or in abbreviated notation

The gi(s) are multilinear in the parameters on which they depend. Also, gotso) = 0.
=
Now if gl(so) = 0, set Sr+2= 0 and choose &+I to correspond to an extreme value
yr+l - yr+l is the-upper boundav for &,I for example]. Thus,
E (%+~r+l,%+l).
and
"so fbo; 91....,fn~~+l.~r+2$r+3.....ym)
= 0. Similarly, if g~(s0)= 0, set Sr+l = 0 and 6r+2
at an extreme value. If nc~thergl(s0) nor g2(s0) are zero, plot in the 61+1. Sr+2plane the
slr;ligllt iinc or llyperbola defined by

ll'flestrttiglit linc is encountered precisely when g3(sg) = 01. This hyperbola necessarily intersects at least one of the four lines in the %+I, Er+2 plane which define the boundaries
of the allowed parameter values. We choose one of the intersection points. At this intersection point, one of the associated y,+l, y,+2 has an extreme value, say y2,
(~r+2,7~+2l.
So we have obviously

=Tr+zE

and therefore the induction step r+l is proved This proves the theorem.
Obvioudy, the theorem states that the set of all real roots of all polynomials is given
by the set of all real roots of all edge polynomials. If one is interested in knowing whether or
not there are unstable real roots, it is actually unnecesasy to examine all edge polynomials,
and it suffices, as we now argue, to consider comer polynomials only. We are indebted to J.
A c k ~ a n nfor this delivation. Suppose all comer polynomials are stable. This means that
f(so;yl ....Tm) > 0 for all real non-negative y, and y, E ( ~ , i ;for
~ all
] i.

-

[When so + the monic character of f ensures that f ( ~ -), 0 and if f(sg;?l ,...,T m)
2 0 for some non-negative so, then by continuity, there would exist Fo 2 0 such that

f60;tl,...,ym).= 0.1

Now the inequality f(sg;?l ....
> 0 ensures that f(so;?r 3...,?i99%,?i+L,...,?m) > 0
for all yi E (j~l,$] since f is affine in yi alone, so that f(so;Fl ,,...qi-1,yi,yi+l,.... ),y-, is a convex combination of the two values obtained by identiing y, with y, and yi.
It is highly probable that one or more edges does need to be tested for stability, to rule
out the possibility of either real or complex roots.

Edge tests are the most ~Eaightforward;basically, root locus procedures can be used.
Actually, it is only necessary to use rational calculation. Suppose that the polynomial f(s;yi)
= go(s) + Ylgl(s), E (Y1,yl). Stability is achieved by requiring all Hwwitz determinants
to be positive; as functions of yl, these dctemGnants are polynomials. So stability is equiva-

lent to certain polynomials in yl being positive V yl E l y t , ~ , l This
.
can be checked by
S ~ r m ' stheorem. Actuallv. two sim~lificationsare oossible. One can use the LitnardChipart form of stability ckditions, a& one only need; to check that all stability conditions
are satisfied for one value of yl and the (n-1)-th Hurwitz determinant is positive V yl E
[yl,Tl]. Alternatively, a resuIt given in Ackermann and Barmish (1987) using Hurwitz
maaices at the corners can be used to test the edges. Another method is given in Zeheb
(1987), which requires evaluating the mts of a single polynomial.

3. SIGNIFICANCE O F THE FACES FOR COMPLEX ROOTS

In the previous section we have shown that if sg is a real root of any real polynomial,
it is a real root of an edge polynomial. Now even when f(s;yl, ...,ym ) is linear in the%, the
same result, with real replaced by complex. is not w e . Rather, any point on the boundary
of the complex root set of all polynomials is necessnrily a root of an edge polynomial
(Bartlett, HoUott and Lin (1987)). It is thus natural to seek to extend this idea to the structures where f(.) is multilinear in they,.

In general such an exremion is impossible.
Example: Consider the polynomial

with yl E [-1.11 and 72 E [-3.21. In Figure 3, we have drawn the associated regions of
parameter space and coefficient space. Points Ai and Bi correspond, the straight line A5A6
corresponds to the curve B5B6 (actually part of a parabola) and the two points A7,A'7 both
correspond to B7. Notice that each of ArA2, A2A3, A3A4 and A ~ A maps
I
into a straight
line, but these straight l i e s do not bound theimageof the rectangle AlAzA3Aq.

Fig. 3 . Parameter space and coefficient spnce

Now consider the point yl = y2 = -ID. This corresponds to a point on the curve
BjBg. viz. a1 = 1, a2 = 1714. There do not exist variations Ayl, An amund yl = 'fz = -1/2

which allow penurbations Aal, Aaz in an arbitrary direction - moving "above" B5B6 is
impossible. Consequently, since yl = y~ = -In corresponds to a point on the boundary in
coefficient space, and we are working with second order polynomials, it also col~espondsto
a point on the boundary in root space. Obviously, the mot is complex. It is easy to see that
there is no edge polynomial with the same complex mr pair, for there is no point on any one
of the straight lines BlB2, B2B3, BjBq,BqB1 (which define a l l the edge polynomials) that
corresponds to the polynomial sZ+ s + 1714.

This exampIe il1u~ttatesa furiher pint, which is that the boundaq in coefficient space
need not correspond with the boundary in parameter space; of course, for this two-dimensional example, this is almostrhe same statement as h a t concerning the roots. But it is nontrivially different for higher d e g m polynomials.
In this example. the problem arises because within the region of parameter space of
inlercst to us, the Jacobian determinant

can take zero values. Were this not the case, then the boundary of the parameter region
would map into the boundary of the coefficient region. As we shall see below, the Jacobian
de~erminantis of critical importance in a more general treatment.
We shall now explain how stability on faces can be checked. This is equivalent to
checking stability when there are only two va$able parameters. Without loss of generality,
let these two parameters be n,y2, and let us suppress mention of the other parameters, if
any.
The idea is as follows. Suppose it has been established that all edges are stable.
Suppose also that for some n, there exist unstable m t s of f(s;n;n), then by continuity,
there exists a value or values of yl, y;! for which f(s;y~,yr)has a purely imaginary root, and
indeed a purely imaginary root on the boundary of the m t set. We shall show how such
roots can be determined; if none exist, this means that f(s;yl;yz) has no roots in Re($ 2 0
over the entire face.
Let cr + jw be a complex rwt of f(s;y1,yd and consider the Jacobian determinant

Certainly,

can never be infinite, being the 2x2 determinant of a manix with enuies polynomial in crand
o.Hence,

a(a'o) can only be zero if
acy1.y2)

a(RefJmf)
is zero.
a(y1.y2)

So we must recognize the possibility that boundary values in the mot set of all zoos of
f(s;yl.yz), 71 E Cyl,T1). E (Yz.79 corcld only be achieved where
f(s;yl,y2) = 0

(3.2a)

and

Now the root set of all polynomials f(s;yl,y2) with yl E [YI,VII, 72 &2,T21 is a
union of a finite number of closed connected sets R1,.,.,R,, and is bcunded. If all edge
polynomials are stable, and if f(s;yl,y2) has an unstable complex root pair for some yl,n, it
follows that the boundary of one of the sets Ri intersects the imaginary axis. Then we have
proved the "only if' part of the following proposition. The " i r part is trivial.

Proposirion 3.1: Consider f(s;yl,yd with yl E @l,yI1, 72 E @2,72121, a monic n-th
degree polynomial bilinear in yl and y2. Suppose that all edge polynomials are stable.
Then at least one polynomial fails to be stable if and only if for some s = jo,OI real,
(3.2) are satisfied.
We shall now show that the question of whether (3.2) are satisfied for some s =jo is
an easily answered question, via apmedure which we now indicate.
Let us set

Each of the gi,hi takes real values for real o. Observe then that

Now (3.2a) implies
go + Yrgi + "hgz + Y1Yz83 = 0
h~ +Ylhl +Yzh2 +Y1y2~3= 0

From (3.4b) and (3.4~).there follows

Together, (3.4a) and (3.5) allow y1.n to be expressed in terms of the gi,hj. Their expressions can then be substituted into (3.4b) to obtain a single polynomial equations in 0.It may
have no nonzero real solution. If it does, each solution determines values for 11,y2, via
(3.4a) and (3.5). IF these values lie inside the allowed region [y1,71] x [3~2,Y21.then
instability is proved.
several other remarks should be made. First, in case f(.) is only linear rather than
bilinear in ~1.y2(which is the situation considered in Bartlett, Hollot and Lin (1988),

eqoations (3.4) become
glhz - h261 = 0
go +Ylgl + n g z

=

0

ho + X ~ +In h 2 = 0
If there exists a real w for which (3.6a) is zero, then (3.6b) and (3.6~)can only both
be satisfied in cases goh2-gzho is also zero at this frequency. In this case, the(y1,yz) pairs
satisfying (3.6b) and (3.6~)lie on a suaight line, and consequently, there exist edgevalues
of either n or rn which cause satisfaction for the same o , i.e. there exists a pair satisfying
(3.6) of one of the forms f i l , y ~ ) f.yl.72).
,
(yl,72) or (y1.a). Consequently, any root of a
face polynomial on the boundary of the root set is a mot of an edge polynomial. Then one.
never has to explicitly study face polynomials. This is the conclusion of Banlett, Hollot and
Lin (1988).
Second, decision algebra provides a tool for checking stability across a face which
should not be too demanding, see Bose (1982). The Hunvitz determinants depend on two
parameters yl,yz and have to be checked for positivity inside a rectangle. Algorithms are
available for this task, as set out in Bose (1982). Tnese algorithms involve a finite number of
rational calculations. The method we have sueeested here. which inuoduces the need for
polynomial factorization is an example of a gei;rd approach to decision algebra problems
involving the setting up of q polynomial equations in q unknowns.
Third, bilinearity with respect to y1.n has not played a central role here, although it
has played a helpful role. The derivation of a single equation in w through the elimination of
Y1.y~ from (3.3) and (3.4a) is more complicated when the dependence o f f on yl,yz is
polynomial rather than multilinear.
Fourth, the paper of Djaferis (1988) is entirely concerned with the case when a so-called
shaping condition is fulfilled, namely g3hz-h3g2 r 0. Clearly, this makes
S(Re f,Im f ) .
~ndependentof y2. It is also easy to check that when this condition holds
a(yl , ' l ~ )
J(Re f.Im f ) .
and also
1s zero, then Re fCjo) and Im f(jw) are independent of yz.
a(y1.n)
Consequently, if j6w is on the boundary of the root set, j% remains a m t on the root set
boundary when y2 varies. In particular, when n is set equal to an edge valuey2,1(2 it remains
true that jolo is a mot. I-Ienceall purely imaginary roots on the root set boundary are rwts of
edge polynomials, which means that under the condition g3hi-h3g2 0 only edge
polynomials need to be tested. Obviously, the same holds m e if glh3-hlg3 0.

--

Exan~ple(J. Ackermann. 1988):
Consider f(s;y~.yz)= s3 + (y1+y2+l)s2 + (yi+y2+3)s + (2y1yz+6y1+6yz+1.25) with
71 E [0.3;2.51 and
E [0;1.71. It tums out (and can be established with the aid of for
example the Hunvitz test) that the parameter values giving unstable f a r e defined by the
shaded regions in Figure 4. The boundaries of the regions are given by 2yln+6(yl+n) +
1.25 = 0 and (yl-I)2 + (72-I)z 0S2 = 0. These points are noted in order to allow
comparison with the methods of this paper.

-

First, edge stability must be verified. Let us see how this can be done for one edge,
say the edge yz = 0.The Hunvitz conditions are

0 < det

yl+l 6yl+1.25
1

Y1+3

I

=

2 - 2yl + 1.75

-1

0

I

2

3

Fig. 4. Parameter space and stability region. s ...stable; u

...unstable

and

It is clear that these inequalities are all satisfied for -jq e 10.3.2.51.

Next, we must look for points in the interior of the parameter region comsponding to
purely imaginary roots on the boundary of the root set. These are determined from
Re f,lm
Re fCjo;yt,yz) = 0, Im f(jo;y1;~2)= 0.-na
= 0. The relevant equations are
a(7l.n)

a

It is readily verified, that these equations are satisfied by

The corresponding points in parameter space are designated by X, Y in Figure 4. The
root set corresponding to all allowed yl,y2is sketched in Figure 5, and it will be observed
that the values for w computed above define those boundary parts of the root set which lie on
the imaginary axis.

,

In this example, it is aiso possible to exactly determine the m t boundary. Candidates
for this boundary are besides the edge polynomials also points in the interior of the pmmeter
region ABCE with
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Fig. 5. Roots boundary

The relevant equations are

For the complex root boundary, two different cases are distinguished,
a = -.5

Then

0;

= 2.75

This is an isolated singular point. For variations along the given y1.n hyperbola the root pair
- . 5 ? j ~does not chanze.

YI = n
Because of the symmehy off(.) with respect to y1.n it is obvious that fory1.z from the
triangle DEE the same roots result as from the uiangle DEF. Therefore, the root boundaries

for yl,yz from ABCE and from ABCDF are the same. For y1.y~from DF a pan of the root
boundary is built. Tnis is for y1.E between X and Y unstable.

4. STABILlTY TESTING I N PARAMETER REGION INTERIOR
We have already described how testing of edges and faces may proceed. In an mdimensional parameter space (m2)i t is necessary to look successively at 3dimensional
boundaries (all but three of the take extreme values), 4-dimensional boundaries, ... the
interior of the entire m-dimensional region. In each case, we seek to identify frequencies w
such that jw is on the boundary of-theroot set of all polynomials. When looking at say 4dimensional regions, this is done by selling up 5 simultaneous equations in 5 unknowns,
viz. w and the four variable yi, and seeking solutions which are real in w and the r,, with
each r, in the prescribed interval [y,,yi].In the absence of such solutions, it is known that the
entire 4-dimensional region defines stable polynomials if the 3-dimensional regions
bounding it are known to define stable polynomials.
We shall explain the idea in more detail for the case when three parameters vary. It is a
generalization of the two variable parameter case considered in the previous section; the
generalization to more than three variable parameters is straightforward.
Let o+ja be a complex root of f(s;yl,yz,y3) for yj E (yi,yi). Consider the effect of
changing the r, on the root. In particular, let Ar,, i=1,2,3 denote very small changes in the
Yi,and let Ao, Aw denote the corresponding changes in the root. Then, neglecting second
order terms,

aIm f aim f arm f
arm f arm f
---auz an

(4.1)

aul

Now we if we are on the boundary of the root set, there cannot exist perturbations Ayi which
can give arbinmy AD, Am. So candidates for values of 0,wand r, yielding a point on the
boundary of the root set are given by

Equivalently

and

as well as

It is enough to look for purely imaginary points on the boundary of the m t set, i.e. to
set o=O.Then (4.3) represent four simultaneous equations in the four unknowns y~,~;n,@.
In general there are a finite number of solutions. If and only if one of these solutions is real,
with yi E [3,7il.can there be a purely imaginary point on the boundary set.
The computation of solutions of simultaneous polynomial equations is a problem
which has been studied. Older methods have depended on successive eliminalion of
variables using resultants until a single equation in a single variable is obtained. This is
solved, and then through successive back substitution, values of the other variables are
obtained, see e.g. Bose (1982), and Hodge and Pedoe (1968).
Note that if w is the variable eliminated from Re f = 0,Im f = 0 and all other equations
are neglected, there results a single equation which corresponds to setting a Hurwitz
determinant equal to zero. The terms in this equation depend on the The question is then
whether this determinant can be made zero for some choice of yj in the parameter region of
interest or not. This is of course a natural question, and is roughly the approach exposed in
Bose (1982).

x.

Example:

Consider
f(s) = s3 + 1 + (s2+s)y2 + s y m + y 1 m
with yi E [Yi,yiIil,
i = 1,2,3.
For investigation of the mot boundary, it is necessary to check all sides of the y-cube,
i.e. yi E [yi,Yi), i = 1,2,3, and all points of the interior of the parameter region with
Rank .U

1

vrhere .U is the Iacobi ma&.

the relevant equations are

Ref = O

Imf = 0

These equations must be simultaneously fulf~lled.
For yL = 0 the polynomial family degenentes to

a simple polynomial. Rank 9 is zero. No special investigation is necessary.
For yl = 0 we obtain

and fwmrank 9 = 1the condition

results, which is a hyperbola in the yzyj plane. Along this hyperbola, there are pairs yl=O,
Y2,y3 which give possible boundary polynomials. But from the degeneration of the
polynomial family f(s) it is obvious that rank J = 1 follows from the degeneration of the
parameter space to a straight Sine. Therefore, there exist internal points of the parameter
space, which fulfill the necessary conditions for the root boundary. However, these points
do not yield this boundary.
Next, the six sides of the parameter box must be checked. In general, this can be done
by testing all boundaries of such a side and all candidates for the root boundasy finm the side
inners. These are exactly the same steps as we have done before but on a lower dimensional
space. In this way, we proceed for every side until the 2-dimensional faces are reached.
In our specidcase, the box sides are directly the 2-dimensional faces. The procedure
of the last section can be used.
For yl =constant we have Ref = 0 and In f .;0, and

With yl # 0 # B, and Im f = 0, we obtain

and then

The critical points of h e yL-sidesyield only a point in the s-space and because of the
conrinuity conditions not a significant pan of the root boundary.

In the same way one may proceed for yp and %-sides.
Recently, methods for solving simultaneous polynomial equations based on homotopy
theory have been suggested, see Watson et al. (1987).
A number of funher points should be noted. Fist, in this section, no special use has
been made of the multiliiearity, i.e. the same ideas will apply even if the dependence of the
coefficients on the parameters is a general polynomial dependence.
Second, it is easy to recover various special cases. Suppose following Panier, Fan
and
(1987) that the coefficients of even powers of f(.) depend on 71. ...,yr and the
coefficients of odd powers off(.) depend on yr+~.,,.,ym.The condition (4.2) then becomes

Suppose for example that

SRe f
= 0,i = l...r
Syi

and

JIm f
= 0,j = r+l, ...,rn-1.
3Uj

Now Re f

is multilinear in yl, ...,y,, and accordingly can take no extreme value inside the region yi E
JRe f
[yi, Ti] unless that value is also assumed on the boundary. Thus if for some (0,=0

ax
3.

aim f = 0, j = r+l, ...,
this continues to hold when the% take extreme values. Similarly, ifaUj

m-1 for some w, these equations continue to hold when the ij take extremevalues. Hence the
rank condition if fulfilled anywhere is necessarily fulfilled when all but onex, say ym, take
extreme values, i.e. it is fulfilled on the edge defined by variable 7,. Consequently, it is only
necessary to check edges for stability.
Another special case is provided by the shaping conditions of Djaferis and Aollo~
(1988). To fix ideas, suppose that f depends on four parameters, with

The cpi(s) are of course independent of they,. Moreover, cpi(jw) = E%pi(jw)+jwO%(iw)
where Eqitiw) = &[(Pi(iw)+(Pi(-jw)].OW(jw)= l[cCitio) - yi(-jw)]. and the side conditions
2w
(shaping conditions)
EqlOn

- EROP1 = 0

EQOQ

- Eq40Q

= 0

hold identically in a.The 2x4 Jacobian matrix condition becomes

Now the shaping conditions ensure that the minors formed from columns 1 and 2 and
from columns 3 and 4 are zero automatically. Suppose the minor formed from columns 1
and 3 is zero. Ry the multilinearity, column 1 is independent of yl and column 3 is
independent of y3. The special form o f f ensures that column 1 is independent of 73 and

column 3 is independent of 71. Hence, if the minor formed from columns 1 and 3 is zero, it
must remain so ifyl and y3 are vafied to extreme values. The shaping condition ensures that
the minors formed from columns 1 and 2 and columns 3 and 4 remain zero with this
variation of yl and n.Similarly, one can argue that yz and y4 could be varied to their extreme
values. Hence if the Jacobii mamx has reduced rank somewhere, it has this property for all
y,. A consequence of this is that the image of f(jo;yl, ..,y,, ) as ovaries, e b,yi] is a set
bounded by the images of the edges. In general, this is a polytope. But with the Jacobian
matrix of rank 1, the image will be a line segment, and when of rank 0,it will be a point.
A third special case can be obtained by limiting the way in which the nonlinear
parameter dependence arises. Specifically, assume that any one$ can occur bilinearly with at
most one other parameter yj, and that in the polynomial f(s;~l....,
the
h)
s-polynomial
multiplyingyiyj is either even or odd. An easy calculation shows that this ensures that all 2x2
minors of the generalized Jacobian matrix are linear in the parameters. The solution of the
associated simultaneous equations is made much easier in lhese circurns~ances.

5 . DIFFERING AND CONVERGING NECESSARY AND

SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
We have referred earlier to the work of de Gaston and Safonov (1988), who exploited
the observations of Zadeh and Desoer (1963) that the image of f(jw;yl,...,7,) for fixed o
and r, E b,?iillies in the convex hull of f(jo;yl, ...,y,
for
) yj E ( ~ to
~dcvclop
5 ) a test for
stability based on Nyquist ideas.
It is possible to exploit the observation of Zadeh and Desoer (1963) in another way.
Denote the comers of the allowed parameter space region by Ax, ...,Ak where k = 2". Denote
the corresponding points in the n-dimensional coefficient space by B1,...,Bk. Now a perusal
of the argument of Zadeh and Desoer (which involves scalar functions dependent multilinearly on m parameters) shows that it extends very straightforwardly to vector functions.
As a result, the image in coefficient space of any point in the allowed parameter region, i.e.
in the convex hull of Al. Ak necessarily lies in the convex hull of B I ,....Bk.

...,

Figure 6 depicts a rectangular region in parameter space and certain straight lines in its
image in coefficient space. These straight lines are the images of the edges in parameter
space. It is possible to construct the convcx hull of B1,....Bg by going with straight lines all
possible so far unjoined pairs of points and then "filling in" the cncloscd region. Thus
straight l i e s such as B4B7, BlB6 etc. must be joined. Note that B4B7 is nor the image of the
straight line &A7 (on a certain face) in parameter space. The image of &A7 will in general
be curved, and be within the convcx hull determined by B1 through Bs.
A necessary condition for robust stability is clearly that the edges in parameter space
(or their images in coefficient space) are all stable. A sufficient condition is that the straight
lines joining all possible pairs of comer points in coefficient space (i.e. those which are
images of parameter space edges and those which are not) must be stable; for the Edge
Theorem of B a n l e ~Hollot .and Lin (1988) ensures that all points in coefficient space in the
convex hull of B1....,Bkwill be stable, and so in particular those which are images of points
in the defied region of parameter space.
Now if the necessary conditions for stability are fulfilled and the sufficiency ones are
not, one can proceed in a similar fashion to de Gaston and Safonov (1988). That is, one
partitions the original rectangular box in parameter space in two, and develops separate
necessity and sufficiency conditions. More precisely, if in the example BzB7 proves to
contain an unstable polynomial one could make a slice in parameter spnce parallel ta

AlAzA3A4 or parallel to A1A2AgA5thus ensuring that &,A7 go into different rectangular
boxes. Then the line RzB7 will no longer enter inu, a sufficiencyconiition.
To the original necessity conditions are added four more, while a number of the
original ssuEficiency conditions fall away to be replaced by a greater number of collectively
less demanding conditions.

Fig. 6. Panmeter and cocftlcient space convex hull covering. a) Parameter space 3dimensional; b) coeff~cientspace 4-dimensional

G. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has extended consideration of the robust polynomial stability problem by
allowing mild forms of nonlinear dependence of the polynomial coefficients on variable
paranleters. It is seen very rapidly that even this mild form of dependence inImduceds substantial complications, so that for example the Edge Theorem applicable with affine dependence is probably no longer a vaiid tool. The key to examining interior points in parameter
space is to consider a generalized Jacobian matrix and study the points where its rank is 101
0. Various special cases can be identified which allow a conclusion like that of the Edge
Theorem to be applied. It would be interesting to expand this range of special cases.
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